S chool and university
The seeds of Bullerwell's scientific interests were, one may imagine, sown by his father who was noted for his well thought out methods of presenting the facts of physics, and whose enthusiasm for his subject was infectious. At his school, Rutherford College, William had a notably successful academic career, gaining honours passes in his School Certificate subjects and obtaining dis tinctions in five subjects in the Higher Certificate. This outstanding perform ance led to the award of a State Scholarship and William accepted a place at St John's College, Cambridge. It pleased him that he was following the path of a hero, Harold Jeffreys, and it was his ambition to work under Lawrence Bragg at the Cavendish. Now, however, it became apparent that, thanks to the means test, a considerable part of the cost would have to be borne by the family in a situation already under strain owing to Mrs Bullerwell's illness. William preferred to become self-supporting and competed for, and won, the most valuable award open to an undergraduate in Durham University, the Earl Grey Open, going up to Armstrong College in 1934. Here he worked under T. H. (later Sir Thomas) Havelock, F.R.S., in theoretical physics and W. E. Curtis, F.R.S., as head of department. Bullerwell's early promise was amply justified with the award of a first in the physics honours school in 1937.
Interest in the earth sciences now reasserted itself and he chose to begin research in geophysics related to mining, particularly in magnetic surveys and their interpretation. To encourage this work he was given a personal award of some substance by the Anglo-Saxon Oil Company, then under the chairmanship of Lord Cadman. At the same time, he decided to take a degree in geology and attended some of the courses of the school of geology under H. G. A. Hickling, F.R.S. He was awarded the Lebour prize for field geology in 1938 and completed his honours degree in geology the following year. He was elected to the Pem berton Fellowship and his research career seemed assured. He was proceeding with the work when the country was plunged into war.
W ar service
In 1940, Bullerwell enlisted as a private in the Royal Artillery but the Home Ore Control Department of the Ministry of Supply had him removed to con tinue his investigations into magnetic prospecting. The special reason was an impending shortage of high grade haematite iron ore and A. F. Hallimond had already demonstrated that, weak as the magnetic susceptibility of haematite is, it can be detected in bodies under shallow cover. Unfortunately, the pessimistic results from geological studies of the British haematite areas in Cumbria offered little hope of success for magnetic prospecting, even by more sophisticated methods, and Bullerwell was transferred in 1941 to become a member of the distinguished band of workers experimenting on radar. Much of this work kept him on strenuous field trials in Cornwall, but he enjoyed the beauty of the countryside and remained in the area until 1942 when he was returned to the army and commissioned into R.E.M.E. Towards the end of 1942 he married Eileen Field, a graduate in mathematics and physics of King's College, Newcastle.
In 1944, he was promoted to captain and crossed over to France with the D-day troops, in command of a radar battery workshop. The cold winter of 1944-45 was spent in Holland, uncomfortably at first in Nijmegen and then more happily at Weert, where he had the good fortune to be billeted with the music-loving family of Mr and Mrs Scheymann who enjoyed his company and were pleased to have him play their fine piano. When the thaw came, Second Army pushed into Germany and Bullerwell was mentioned in dispatches during this period. The war in Germany over, he gave a series of lectures in music appreciation to the troops, hoping to alleviate the tedium of waiting for repatriation; but he contracted pneumonia, pleurisy followed and a lung collapsed. In 1946, when he was well enough to be moved, he was flown back to England and was demobilized later that year.
G eological S urvey of G reat B ritain
Instead of returning to university to complete his research, Bullerwell now decided to seek employment and was recruited by the Geological Survey of Great Britain to undertake the formation of a geophysical unit. The Survey had played very little part up to that time in developing the important potential of applied geophysics for surveying purposes and Bullerwell brought a 'new look with him. Some work had, it is true, been done by W. F. P. McLintock and J. Phemister with the Eotvos torsion balance, and use had been made by A. F. Hallimond of the Askania magnetometer, but only the fringe of a very important area of development had been touched. It was destined to contribute signi cantly to the accuracy of 1 : 10 650 and 1 : 63 360 geological maps and lead towards major mineral discoveries, culminating in North Sea petroleum. But first it was necessary for Bullerwell to be trained in orthodox Geological Survey field methods and for this purpose he was assigned to G. A. Kellaway (later District Geologist, South Midlands) in the Bristol-Bath district. Their study o Bath revealed that almost the whole is built upon severely land-slipped Jurassic strata, a condition later found to apply to considerable parts^ of the western Cotswolds. Kellaway's enthusiasm was matched by Bullerwell's and he seems to have reached a stage where he hardly paused for food; his wife was alarmed to find him almost a skeleton when she went down to visit the party. But now the time had come to make a serious start on the indirect, geophysical approach to geological survey, not in opposition to the direct observation of outcrop, mine and borehole but to supplement and add another dimension to the work. The start was made in the Bristol Coalfield in an area of highly complex deep structure already investigated by Kellaway and F. B. A. Welch with the object of producing the now well-known Bristol Special Sheet. In 1947, the Eotvos balance was taken to Chipping Sodbury. All that headquarters could offer in the way of an assistant at that time was a warder, detached from the staff of the Geological Museum. To occupy a single station, the instrument had to be read at intervals over a complete 24 hour period, so progress was slow. It improved with the use of a Frost gravimeter, but, with its cumbersome batteries, this too was an awkward piece of equipment in the field. Nevertheless, given time and patience, a picture of the variation of g was built up and its bearing on the subsurface disposition of the rocks was evaluated.
By the end of 1950, Bullerwell began to feel that he had made up for some of the time lost during the war and had regained some of his skills and knowledge. Now he set to work to complete his higher degree devoting whatever spare time could be found. This time was very limited, for at no stage in Bullerwell's life did his official work occupy anything but first place. The dissertation was finished with Eileen, his wife, acting as encourager and ally. The first part of the work dealt with magnetic surveys, including airborne magnetic surveys, and the second part with gravity surveys, including adjustment of networks, and the data of the Bristol Coalfield surveys were incorporated. The degree was awarded in 1951.
The Geophysical Unit was created to be part of the Special Services Division of the Geological Survey at the end of 1947. Bullerwell headed this from the beginning, his earliest colleagues being P. M. Howell and J. Cook. The com position of the unit, which continued to exist as such until 1966, varied con siderably if for no other reason than that it acted as an excellent training ground for young applied geophysicists and, as may be imagined, official salaries were not able to compete with those offered by industry, particularly the petroleum industry. The resulting losses of trained staff would have discouraged many men; not so Bullerwell who, with patient cheerfulness and care, continued to train new people, maintaining with some justice that training was part of the service that the Geological Survey could offer to industry. Meanwhile, Bullerwell's knowledge of his subject became more and more encyclopaedic and he was widely consulted not only by government departments but by industrial and university workers. The unit's work was arranged so that it could be called on, as far as possible, whenever the elucidation of concealed structure was needed in the course of primary or revision 6 inch surveys. Memoirs dealing with the published 1 inch maps now began to contain a chapter dealing with the interpretation of geophysical results. It became evident to him that, valuable as the results of this piecemeal approach might be, it was important to obtain a general coverage of the gravity and magnetic fields for the whole United King dom. To speed this up, he resolved to devote his leave to a gravity reconnais sance of Scotland and, with the active aid of Mrs Bullerwell and of Dr and Mrs Phemister, a month a year during 1953, 1954 and 1955 was given to this work. Phemister had recently retired from the Assistant Directorship (Special Ser vices) and, as already noted, had been involved in the earliest gravity studies made by the Survey. The gravity survey was continued into 1956 by the Bullerwells when they covered the Highlands, so completing the survey of the whole mainland of Scotland. Altogether, 2200 stations were occupied in the four seasons and a complete base network for Scotland established. In those days the reduction of the data was extremely arduous and no available computer at that time had the capacity needed to invert a matrix of the size he required to establish the errors for his base network of over 100 stations. Accordingly, using only a simple calculator, Bullerwell carried out the work by hand. The results for Scotland should have made an important paper, but instead they were incor porated into the official gravity map of Scotland and northern England. Under an arrangement made by the Royal Society, the Geophysical Unit of the Geo logical Survey became responsible, from 1951, for the collection and coordina tion of all gravity data for the United Kingdom from a patchwork of industrial and university sources, but of course many gaps had to be filled by the unit itself. The variations of g are a response to the differing densities of the rocks constituting the upper part of the Earth's crust and contribute information now regarded as essential, to the construction of models of subsurface geology, ihey are thus important in exploration and this was well illustrated in 1958 when B J Colette* carried out the first systematic ship-borne gravimeter study of the North Sea: for this, Bullerwell supplied the land-based control data for the British side. This work provided the first clear indication that deep sedimentfilled basins underlie the North Sea and may be regarded as the first step towards the discovery of gas and oil fields, which, while they last, have totally changed Britain's energy position. , Bullerwell's interest in magnetic survey was, meanwhile, by no means dor mant. In 1954 he began to press for an aeromagnetic reconnaissance of the United Kingdom. The Geological Survey of Canada was already beginning a policy of exploring unsurveyed territory with airborne magnetometers ahead of ground geological survey, with great benefit to the latter. It is not clear w y the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, the parent body of the Geological Survey, was unable or unwilling to finance this work, but in the event a pilot survey of over 11 000 square miles of the English Midlands, planned and supervised by the Geophysical Unit, was flown in 1953 at the expense of the Nuffield Foundation. The results obtained were regarded as sufficiently encouraging to justify government expenditure, and an additional area was flown each year until 1965, covering the whole United Kingdom land mass and part of the British continental shelf. The results, covering Englan south of Kendal, and Wales were published in 1965, parts of the Irish Sea and English Channel being included. This work has brought to light many features, previously unsuspected, that will require investigation, for by no means all of them can be explained by reference to the existing geological maps.
In 1962 Dr Bullerwell was promoted to Senior Principal Scientific Officer with the title of Chief Geophysicist. The Unit was now a full department of the Geological Survey and, though its numbers remained small and changeable, its wide-ranging activities are evident from the Summary of progress of the Geo logical Survey of Great B r i t a i n , issued each year. In 1963, for example, magnetometer measurements were being made along a traverse from Falmouth to Thurso and also in the Orkneys, near Arbroath, near Stockton and around Okehampton, and gravity work was in progress in the Orkneys, South Durham, Elgin, north-east Yorkshire, north Lancashire and on Salisbury Plain. In the reduction and analysis of the results the National Physical Laboratory collaborated. combined into a single research institute under the Council was adopted. The title, Institute of Geological Sciences, proposed by N. L. Falcon, one of the members of the Brundrett Committee, was accepted. By January 1967, when I succeeded Sir James Stubblefield, F.R.S., as director of the Institute, the Department was prepared to adopt the recommendations of its Council for Scientific Policy that the Natural Environment Research Council should have scope for substantial development. The Geological Survey maintained its work and identity under the Institute, a much expanded Overseas Division was gradually created to provide for operations in the developing world, mainly under British aid, but the most immediate change was the creation of major Geochemical and Geophysical Divisions. Bullerwell continued as Chief Geo physicist, but now with charge of a division consisting of units for Applied Geophysics (headed by D. Masson-Smith), Global Seismology (P. L. Willmore), Geomagnetism (B. L. Leaton), Marine Geophysics (R. W. McQuillin) and Engineering Geology (C. R. Cratchley). Bullerwell was promoted to Deputy Chief Scientific Officer in 1968, with the rank of Assistant Director, and in a few years the division had built up to over 100 scientists, with assistant and technical staffs. The build-up happened only just in time, if indeed it was in time, for new responsibilities were coming the way of the Institute. Foremost among these was the curation and investigation of geological and geophysical data required by the Minister of Fuel and Power from all licensees operating in the seas around Britain, particularly, of course, the North Sea in the search for petroleum and at one stage no less than 42 companies, including the leading oil companies of the world, were involved. The data, with by this time results from more than 100 000 miles of offshore seismic reflection shooting, were highly confidential, but one of the objects of the exercise was to produce for the Minister an independent synthesis of the offshore geology as it became known. This would not have been possible if the unprocessed geophysical data had been submitted, for a number of different systems were being used. The Operators Committee, however, cooperated by supplying the processed (i.e. corrected) results, which it might well not have done but for the standing of Bullerwell in the geophysical world. At first, lines at 5 km intervals were synthesized, but eventually the whole mass of information was tackled. There must have been a stage, before trading of results between companies became widespread, when only the Geophysical Division and the geologists working with it saw the whole developing picture; but no secret ever leaked out.
Company work was naturally confined to those offshore areas which could be regarded as prospective, that is, roughly those underlain by over 3-5 km thickness of post-Hercynian sediment. As a check, however, it was decided after lengthy discussion that the Geological Survey should fill in, using shallow penetration, the geology of the intervening areas, and that it should, by means of ship-borne surveys, gain a close acquaintance with the superficial deposits of the whole British continental shelf. To this end, marine geology units were set up under J. Wright at the Leeds office and R. A. Eden at the Edinburgh office and these with the marine geophysics unit, mentioned above, collaborated closely. Following Lord Rothschild's recommendations of 1973-74 which led to much of this work being financed by a system of contracts from other govern ment departments instead of directly from N.E.R.C. funds, it was found neces sary to coordinate still more closely the operations of these three units. They were, accordingly, placed under Dr Bullerwell's charge and at this time his division covered the continental shelf geological survey as we as t e geo physical operations. This continued until 1975 when Wright became Assistant Director in charge of offshore geology and geophysics, Eden having, meanwhile, become Assistant Director, Scotland. When Dr A. W. Woodland succeeded me as director, Dr Bullerwell became Deputy Director, retaining his commitment to geophysics at the same time.
, . , This bare outline of William Bullerwell's administrative achievement, which was a considerable one, does little justice to him as a scientist of great quality, experience and foresight. This might be illustrated in connection with geo thermal investigations. From the early days of the Geophysical Unit, it had been responsible for down-hole geophysical work on Geological Survey boreholes, in part using its own equipment and in part relying on contractors such as Schlumberger. Among the measurements made were bottom-hole temperatures, but in only a few cases was it possible to keep the hole open and equipped sufficiently long to obtain fully stabilized readings. Under the Division, Buller well began to follow a policy of encouraging university workers to obtain systematic measurements and Mr J. W. Wheildon of Imperial College and Dr S. Richardson of Oxford particularly benefited from this. When, in 1974, 1 decided that it was appropriate to draw the attention of the Department of Energy to the possibilities of geothermal sources in the United Kingdom, Bullerwell was in a position to supply critically evaluated data for boreholes, collected over 25 years, into most of the solid formations underlying this country. Because it contained confidential data, the report was never published, but it is probably fair to say that it led to the establishment of a unit at arwe to look into the economic and technical feasibility of this possible energy resource, which remains a subject of interest. Later that year, there was a cal from the European Economic Community for representation on a committee dealing with geothermal energy and Bullerwell undertook this. In 1976, he presented a preliminary review of geothermal prospects for the United Kingdom to the Select Committee on Science and Technology of the House of Commons and gave evidence to a Select Committee of the House of Lords concerned with Research and Development in the E.E.C. the following year. Among the several geothermal sites that he visited was that at Lardarello, with a small party from the Royal Society, as guest of Accademia dei Lincei of Rome; and he took a keen interest in the potential of the 'hot dry rock' process being developed at the Los Alamos Laboratory, California.
Bullerwell's published work, a list of which is appended, goes some way to prove his important scientific achievement, but not far enough. His friendly influence upon his staff and upon everyone with whom he worked cannot be overestimated. He was the most generous of scientists, willing to give any enquirer any of his unpublished material if it would help him, with no thought for his own advancement. Perhaps in the end he placed too much strain on himself by giving so much to others: this is an epitaph to admire, however much his friends may regret our loss. 'After becoming the Special Adviser from the United Kingdom to CCOP, Dr Bullerwell attended every CCOP session: at Saigon (1970) , Manila (1971) , Bandung (1972) , Bangkok (1973) , Seoul (1974) , Tokyo (1975) , Kuala Lumpur (1976) and again at Manila (1977) . He helped CCOP in obtaining UNDP assistance, and it was he who suggested to the British Government to send a congratulatory message to CCOP's tenth anni versary session. In that message, the British Government pledged con tinuous support to CCOP.
'His performance as the Chairman of CCOP's Technical Advisory Group so impressed representatives of member countries that if they had their way, he would have become the permanent Chairman. In my nearly thirty years' services with the United Nations, I seldom came across a Chairman as good as Dr Bullerwell. He read all documents beforehand, which are numerous in every CCOP session; directed discussions to rele vant points; controlled time of deliberations within the period allowed to each item; and made a summary of the discussions. With Dr Bullerwell as Chairman, the Secretariat's work was always made easy, because his summary was a report in itself. Dr Bullerwell had a very broad knowledge of geology and geophysics. His contributions to debate were always to the point.
'He was helpful to the Project Office and CCOP member countries in many ways. I relied much on him in the selection of experts for the Project Office and in many other matters when I was badly in need of guidance. He suggested ways for the Project Office to seek British assistance, in cluding the provision of experts to serve as lecturers for the training seminars organized by the Project Office. When the Project Office met UNDP retrenchment, thus unable to appoint an editor, he volunteered to ask the Institute of Geological Sciences to edit the proceedings of CCOP Seminar on Data Collection, Storage and Retrieval, with particular refer ence to hydrocarbon exploration and development.
'His passing away is a great loss to me personally and a greater loss to CCOP in particular. The success of CCOP has not been due to one man's effort. Many people have contributed but Dr Bullerwell was one of the most important.
'I am sure that all of us who have been involved in CCOP activities would convey our condolence to Mrs Bullerwell whom we had the pleasure to meet during the Seoul and Tokyo sessions of CCOP. We would like to express our sympathy to the British Government which has lost a great scientist who commanded respect from geologists and geophysicists throughout east Asia.'
There is no doubt that Bullerwell enjoyed his work with CCOP. He under stood and had sympathy with the problems that the scientists had to face and responded to the earnest way they set about their work; their undaunted spirit must have struck a chord with his own.
It was with great pleasure, therefore, that in the Spring of 1977 Bullerwell joined Professor S. K. Runcorn and Dr D. P. McKenzie as delegates of the Royal Society to visit China, guests of the People's Republic. He thoroughly enjoyed his visit and was taken with the charm and courtesy of the people. He was impressed with the quality of the work that was being done and found the scientists open, well informed and modest about their considerable achieve ments. It was his hope that exchanges of young scientists between Great Britain and China, and indeed the whole of the Far East, would be developed, and he was pleased to be able to welcome Professor Ku and his colleagues to the Institute of Geological Sciences later in the year. After his election to the Royal Society in 1972, he was on Council 1974-75, the Hooke Committee from 1973, the Government Grant Board E 1973-76, the Sectional Committee 5, the Ordnance Survey Committee and had long and earlier service on the national committees for Geodesy and Geophysics and for Geology. He was British delegate to the International Gravity Commission from 1953.
He is survived by his widow, to whom we offer sympathy and deep thanks for help without which this biography could only have been a pale shadow of a fine man.
The photograph reproduced in the frontispiece is by G. Argent. 
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